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This article presents an innovative hybrid imaging system that provides dense and accurate 3D information from 

harsh underwater environments. The proposed system is called MARESye and captures the advantages of both 

active and passive imaging methods: multiple light stripe range (LSR) and a photometric stereo (PS) technique, 

respectively. This hybrid approach fuses information from these techniques through a data-driven formulation to 

extend the measurement range and to produce high density 3D estimations in dynamic underwater environments. 

This hybrid system is driven by a gating timing approach to reduce the impact of several photometric issues 

related to the underwater environments such as, diffuse reflection, water turbidity and non-uniform illumination. 

Moreover, MARESye synchronizes and matches the acquisition of images with sub-sea phenomena which leads 

to clear pictures (with a high signal-to-noise ratio). Results conducted in realistic environments showed that 

MARESye is able to provide reliable, high density and accurate 3D data. Moreover, the experiments demonstrated 

that the performance of MARESye is less affected by sub-sea conditions since the SSIM index was 0.655 in high 

turbidity waters. Conventional imaging techniques obtained 0.328 in similar testing conditions. Therefore, the 

proposed system represents a valuable contribution for the inspection of maritime structures as well as for the 

navigation procedures of autonomous underwater vehicles during close range operations. 
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. Introduction 

Nowa days, the number of autonomous underwater robots (AUV)

hat resort to imaging systems is increasing worldwide [34] , a trend

hat is being supported by several economical sectors related to fish-

ries, environmental monitoring, inspection of offshore wind farms and

he oil&gas industry. These sectors are currently demanding for under-

ater imaging solutions with the ability to provide reliable informa-

ion during tasks related with 3D mapping and object manipulation.

oreover, imaging solutions can produce relevant data for the naviga-

ion of medium-sized AUVs (autonomous underwater vehicles) or ROVs

remotely-operated vehicles). Although underwater imaging systems

ave the potential to improve the perceptual capability of AUV/ROV,

xisting visual solutions are strongly affected by photometric limitations

elated to the intrinsic nature of the sub-sea environment: poor visibil-

ty, the presence of suspended particles, light absorption and backscat-

ering [36] . The majority of underwater robotic applications with visual

erception capabilities usually resort to a single high resolution camera

n a dome port or to off-the-shelf stereoscopic systems in watertight en-

losures. Obviously that harsh underwater environments cause severe

hotometric issues that alter the performance of conventional sensors
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such as, the BumblebeeV2 and the MobileRanger), affecting the accu-

acy and precision of the 3D estimations. 

This research presents a reliable imaging principle for acquiring the

D perceptual information in underwater environments. An imaging so-

ution called MARESye is proposed which combines three key compo-

ents 2 : (1) a hybrid-based approach; (2) a range-gated imaging scheme;

nd, (3) a data-driven formulation. A brief introduction of the proposed

ystem is provided in this research which includes an overview of the

ystem architecture, a description of several features that enhance the

isual capacity of the system and a set of results that demonstrate the

bility of MARESye to operate in underwater scenarios. 

Therefore, the contributions of this research include: 

1. A new representation for underwater imaging systems with a strong

potential to enhance the remote sensing capability of AUV and ROVs.

This representation retrieves textured and 3D information from un-

derwater scene with a high degree of robustness, precision and ac-

curacy. 
orto, Rua Dr. Roberto Frias, s/n 4200-465 Porto, Portugal 

2 The technology presented in this research is protected by a patent applica- 

ion EP 18169993.5 and PT110671 (patent pending). 
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2. A highly flexible architecture for 3D perception that fuses active and

passive imaging techniques: multiple Light Stripe Range (LSR) and

Photometric Stereo (PS) techniques, respectively. 

3. A study about the advantages of combining a hybrid approach with

a range-gated acquisition scheme. A data-driven formulation is used

to aggregate different sources of visual data with a higher signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). 

4. A novel optical system called MARESye. This system lays down on

several imaging principles to increase its robustness to some photo-

metric issues induced by the underwater environment. Overall, data

obtained by MARESye is less affected by the backscatter component

and motion blur. 

5. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations considering underwater

scenarios with different testing conditions. The current research goes

one step further by presenting a visual-based approach that meets the

visual requirements of underwater robots for specialized tasks such

as, the inspection and monitoring of man-made structures. 

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief review

f visual solutions and methods used by underwater robotic systems to

cquire 3D information. Afterwards, Section 3 presents the MARESye

ystem and its experimental evaluation is demonstrated in Section 4 .

everal experiments were conducted in a realistic underwater scenario

ubjected to different testing conditions. Moreover, the results include

any comparisons of the proposed system with a conventional visual

olution. Experimental considerations show that MARESye performs sat-

sfactorily better and, therefore, the combination of active and passive

maging techniques using a data-driven formulation proposed in this re-

earch represents a clear and reliable alternative to conventional visual-

ased solutions. Finally, Section 5 clarifies the most important conclu-

ions of this research. 

. Related work 

Recent developments in the field of visual perception have con-

ributed to the appearance of new and sophisticated autonomous robots

nd applications [30,35] . Data from multiple sensors of different types

s combined in the majority of these applications to produce a better

nterpretation and more reliable inference than single source data [18] .

Acoustic sensors are often used by underwater applications to con-

uct bathymetric surveys, obstacle avoidance and long range naviga-

ion [21] however, they have severe limitations related with the cost

nd the inability to provide texture information and low sampling fre-

uencies. On the contrary, optical systems can provide dense and ac-

urate texture information updated at high speed, which is crucial for

asks such as, underwater manipulation, oceanographic studies and ma-

ine biology, shipwreck surveys and object identification. Although op-

ical systems can increase the feasibility of missions can be carried out

y AUVs [10] , they still need to overcome the photometric limitations

f sub-sea conditions namely, non-uniform lighting and colour filtering,

oor visibility due to light attenuation and scattering which is caused by

uspended particles in the medium or the abundance of marine life [1,7] .

Generic and conventional systems for 3D reconstruction are usually

lassified into passive or active imaging techniques. 

Underwater passive imaging uses ambient sunlight at shallow wa-

ers or light sources (i.e., spotlights and LEDs) at deeper waters just to

nsure the sufficient lighting of the scenario. This category is based on

hotogrammetry where the underwater scene is captured from different

iewpoints to retrieve 3D information. A stereoscopic system estimates

he stereo correspondence from images obtained by different viewpoints

or close and medium range measurements. Oleari et al. [29] demon-

trates a stereoscopic setup formed by two industrial cameras that were

eveloped within the MARIS project. The system estimates a point cloud

t 12.5 frames per second (1292 × 964 resolution) using SAD (Stan-

ard Absolute Differences correlation method) with an acceptable qual-

ty. The system does not provide additional imaging methodologies to
17 
ccommodate the photometric limitations of underwater environments

nd, therefore, the authors did not discuss the robustness and reliability

f the 3D acquisition. In a recent work [38] , the previous system was in-

egrated in a ROV to provide visual information for object manipulation.

xperiments conducted in a water pool with different light conditions

sunny, cloudy and night with vehicle lights) but without turbidity con-

traints have demonstrated the challenges of perceiving the underwater

nvironment, in particular, the setup between the illumination of scene

nd the camera shutter. In recent biological studies, the use of stereo

ystems are becoming increasingly popular to identify individual fishes

nd to characterize the biological behavior of underwater species [19] .

he research [42] presents a stereo system called TrigCam. The system

lluminates the scene with a red light to minimize the effect of light

uring the biological activity of fishes, whose detection will trigger the

cquisition of a high-resolution image pair under white illumination.

he research work found in [4] proposes a stereo graph-slam method,

here a SPARUS II has a conventional stereo sensor (a Bumblebee with

 watertight enclosure). Results do not capture all phenomena related

ith sub-sea conditions since they were obtained in a simulated scenario

owever, they have demonstrated that this method has the potential to

educe the trajectory error of the underwater vehicle. A more advanced

ision system [2] formed by two stereoscopic cameras (Bumblebee) en-

ances the maneuverability and manipulation capability of underwater

obots. This system is called Fugu-f, has a depth rate of 250 m and can

e adaptable to different vehicles. This is one of the most advanced un-

erwater imaging systems available in the scientific community since it

as evaluated in different robotic platforms: Girona500 [37] (from CIRS

 Centre for Research in Underwater Robotics-University of Girona) and

essie VI from Heriot-Watt University [27] ; and, evaluated in both wa-

er tanks and real sea scenarios (within the TRIDENT project). The re-

ults demonstrated that this system can be used for different tasks (such

s, object detection and grasping) however, a quantitative analysis of

he accuracy of Fugu-f for 3D mapping is missing (instead, the authors

esorted to several visual-guided operations to justify the performance

f Fugu-f). Madjidi and Negahdaripour [26] proposed a multi-scale im-

lementation to estimate dense optical flow fields from a stereoscopic

ensor that can be used to determine a dense stereo disparity field. 

Underwater active imaging uses the projected pattern of light to

etermine the distance between the device and the illuminated target

y means of time-of-flight or triangulation principle. The international

ommunity has been interested on underwater active sensors [16] which

re typically employed for long and medium range acquisitions. More-

ver, they are able to enhance the quality of images perceived by the re-

eiver by controlling a light pattern. An underwater active stereo system

an also be used to capture dynamic objects in water such as, swimming

shes like in [17] . This work studies the refraction caused by water-

roof housings and proposes a projector-camera calibration approach to

efine the refraction model of flat housings. A laser-based range sensor

or underwater environments formed by one camera and two lasers pro-

ecting continuous vertical lines is presented in [13] . The authors have

eported a calibration error of 5% and results obtained in a controlled

ested scenario (with very clear water) showed a set of measurements

ith a drift close to 0.04 m. The work presented in Bruno et al. [3] con-

ludes that the structured light can be used in underwater environments

or a 3D reconstruction in low turbidity waters. The solution presented

n that research requires a camera, projector and a physical structure

apable of protecting the entire system when it is submerged in water.

he presence of a projector in this kind of applications makes it possible

o conduct range measurements with high quality because of the well-

efined pattern that is normally projected in the scene is well defined

owever, the electric power required by this device is non-negligible

hich reduces the autonomy of a robotic vehicle. The work of Amin

nd Brian [39] , extends a structured light technique based on a cam-

ra and a projector fixed above water. Thus, the scene is illuminated

ith spatially varying intensity patterns to allow the extraction of the

D surface of objects. Despite of its accuracy, this technique can only be
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Fig. 1. The MARESye concept design. The PS system is formed by two cameras 

and the LSR system is formed by a set of 2 lasers and two cameras. 
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sed in specific case-scenarios where the observer does not move. Ad-

ances in remote visual sensor technology have been followed closely

y advances in the artificial illumination. 

More recently, the image fusion has received significant attention

nd became a relevant research field with many systems [20] and al-

orithms [8,12,23,24,45] presented in the last years. The limited vi-

ual perception capability of AUVs restricts the use of such vehicles

o medium/long range missions however, researchers are developing

ew techniques to enhance the visibility of underwater optical sys-

ems [22,25] . 

Therefore, the development of visual methods for perceiving ele-

ents below water is crucial and, in this context, the present research

ork proposes a novel underwater imaging system called MARESye:

 hybrid imaging system that can be easily installed in different un-

erwater robotic applications such as, AUV and ROVs. The advantage

f MARESye when compared to conventional visual sensors relies on

he fact that the proposed system conducts temporal fusion over multi-

le imaging acquisition principles to reduce the photometric limitations

hat usually affect imaging solutions operating in underwater scenes. 

. MARESye – Novel insights for underwater imaging 

A novel imaging system called MARESye is proposed in this article.

his system resorts to a hybrid imaging formulation that makes it possi-

le to perceive 3D structure of underwater scenarios. This section aims

o introduce the challenges of operating imaging systems in underwater

cenarios, as well as, to describe the MARESye system in terms of its

oncept and main architecture. 

.1. The challenges of underwater imaging 

The light interacts with the water medium through two phenomena:

bsorption (loss of power which depends on the index of refraction of

he medium) and scattering (deflection from a straight-line propaga-

ion path). Thus, the irradiance E ( r ) at position r can be described as a

unction of the absorption and scattering coefficients of the medium. 3 

nder these terms, a simple analysis can be conducted by considering

he Lambert-Beer empirical law along with the assumption of a homo-

eneous and isotropic water medium [40] . Eq. (1) demonstrates how

oth components (scattering and absorption) decrease the contrast and

ttenuate the light intensity of images. 

( 𝑟 ) = 𝐸(0) 𝑒 − 𝑎𝑟 𝑒 − 𝑏𝑟 , (1)

here a and b are the absorption and scattering coefficients. Considering

he image formation model of Jaffe [15] , an underwater image can be

xpressed as the linear superposition of the direct component ( E d ), the

orward-scattered component ( E f ) and the backscatter component ( E b ),

ee Eq. (2) . 

 𝑇 = 𝐸 𝑑 + 𝐸 𝑓 + 𝐸 𝑏 , (2)

here E T is the total irradiance. The E b represents the light that does

ot contain information about the object since it was reflected by the

edium. The E b adds a noise component and reduces the image con-

rast [6] . The E f represents the amount of light reflected by the object

hich is forward scattered at small angles and its practical evidence is

n image blur. The majority of research works available in the literature

re usually focused on proposing post-processing methods to mitigate

 f and E b components. This research work takes a different path by in-

orporating a set of imaging principles directly into an optical system.

hese innovations aim to increase the robustness of the image formation

y minimizing the influence of E b (and E f ). 
3 More information can be found in [40] . 

f  

c  

p  

18 
.2. The optical system 

The MARESye is an advanced optical system that combines a hybrid-

ased visual approach controlled by a range-gated imaging scheme with

 data-driven formulation. The internal architecture of MARESye is

ormed by three main modules: multiple Light Stripe Range (LSR), Pho-

ometric Stereo (PS) and the Range-Gated Synchronizer. The 3D infor-

ation received from the LSR and the PS modules are combined and fil-

ered in a fourth module named, 3D fitting and Texture (which is out of

he scope of this research). The hardware of MARESye is formed by two

ameras (left and right), two laser stripes (red and green wavelengths),

 triggering system, and the illumination module (high intensity LEDs).

ig. 1 presents different viewpoints for the concept design of MARESye,

n particular, the physical layout of the entire system. These modules

re organized in a functional structure, see Fig. 2 . All components are

nterconnected with software modules that extract the 3D information

rom visual data. The architecture implemented in MARESye is depicted

n Fig. 2 . Outputs of the system comprise a pair of images from the

S, point clouds retrieved by each 3D imaging technique (4 pointclouds

rom the LSR and a dense point cloud from the PS). These point clouds

an be combined further by applying 3D filtering techniques [28] . This

rchitecture will be discussed with details during this section. 

.2.1. The hybrid imaging approach 

The hybrid imaging approach proposed by MARESye brings together

ctive and passive imaging principles: multiple Light Stripe Range (LSR)

nd a Photometric Stereo (PS) technique. Fig. 3 presents the physical

mplementation of MARESye when operating in total darkness. 

The LSR is an active technique that comprises a set of stripes of light

enerated by laser diodes that are projected in the scene. The 3D infor-

ation is recovered from these laser stripes by means of triangulation,

ee Algorithm 1 . Laser technology has a strong advantage in underwa-

er scenes since emitters concentrate an intense light over a very narrow

rea which extends the propagation distance of the light. The segmen-

ation of the laser stripe is conducted in the YCrCb because this space

s more photometric invariant to light changes and the chroma com-

onents of this space are less intercorrelated [28,34] . Then, a segmen-

ation procedure takes into consideration the chroma values (Cr and

b) and confidence intervals. Afterwards, the segmentation results are

edefined by a watershed approach (eg., see the description presented

n [11,31,32] ) that groups pixels with similar spatial position and color.

orphological operators increase the spatial connectivity of the segmen-

ation result. 

Before extracting the 3D information, a calibration must be per-

ormed to estimate the spatial arrangement of each laser according to the

amera frame. Thus, the triangulation determines the three-dimensional

oints by intercepting 2D points from the segmentation with the plane
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Fig. 2. Depicts the interaction scheme be- 

tween different modules that comprise the 

MARESye. The internal architecture of this sys- 

tem is formed by hardware and software com- 

ponents that were designed to enhance the vi- 

sual perception capability of mobile robots op- 

erating in underwater scenarios. 

Algorithm 1 LSR module: Extraction of 3D data from the image, I t . 

𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 _ 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠 _ 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 (); ⊳ Spatial conf. and colors 

procedure event_Incoming_Image() 

𝐼 𝑡 = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑦 _ 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ( 𝐼 𝑡 ); 
𝐼 ′
𝑡 
= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡 _ 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 _ 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ( 𝐼 𝑡 ); ⊳ BGR to YCrCb 

for all lasers do 

2 𝐷 _ 𝑃 𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 = 𝑠𝑒𝑔 𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 _ 𝐿𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 _ 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑒 ( 𝐼 ′
𝑡 
); 

𝑃 𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑠 [ 𝑖 ] = 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 _ 3 𝐷 _ 𝑃 𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 (2 𝐷 _ 𝑃 𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 ); 
return 𝑃 𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑠 ⊳ Array of point clouds 
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quations available (the camera matrix is known), see Eqs. (3) –(5) 

 = − 

( 𝑎 × 𝑥 + 𝑏 × 𝑦 + 𝑑) 
𝑐 

(3)

 = 𝑍 × 𝑥 (4)

 = 𝑍 × 𝑦 (5)

here x and y are the 2D points described in the image plane and, the

, b, c and d define a plane that characterizes the laser-camera setup.

he X, Y and Z are 3D coordinates of a point represented in the camera

rame. This triangulation process is repeated for each pair camera-laser.

An example of this process can be seen in Fig. 4 . The biggest advan-

age of an active imaging approach is the high accuracy and robustness
19 
f data that can be retrieved from the scene. Usually, the propagation of

ight in water is seriously compromised by the scatter and absorption of

ight caused by the medium which reduce the image contrast and inten-

ity [1] . The LSR is able to calculate object sizes with a high degree of

recision because it minimizes the backscatter influence and increases

he image contrast. 

The PS is a passive technique that reconstructs the 3D surfaces based

n different viewpoints. It provides point clouds having a higher den-

ity of 3D data when compared to LSR. The knowledge of the relative

osition and orientation of both cameras (separated by a rigid baseline)

akes possible to the extract of the three-dimensional surface by apply-

ng the stereoscopy principle: 3D points are generated by 2D point pairs,

ee Fig. 5 . Conventional stereoscopy can be performed in two distinct

ays namely, sparse (a set of point pairs) or dense (for every pixel).

oth ways can be used in the MARESye system, depending on the appli-

ation. A key element of the PS module is the estimation of the disparity

f images acquired in different viewpoints. This is often called as the

orrespondence problem (the challenge of associating 2D point pairs).

he perception of depth arises from disparity by means of triangulation

depth is inversely proportional to disparity). The set of 3D points (also

nown as a point cloud) can be more or less dense depending on the

mount of valid stereo correspondences. Recent correlation techniques

ave been proposed by the scientific community to solve this correspon-

ence problem [9,43,44] , with distinct results in terms of depth accu-

acy, computation speed and noise. In practice, the PS module is suitable
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Fig. 3. Depicts the MARESye prototype operating in total darkness. This fig- 

ure captures the instant of time when the PS (Photometric Stereo) module is 

grabbing frames (estimating a dense point cloud). 
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Fig. 4. The extraction of 3D information (on the left) from the underwater im- 

age (on the right), considering the Algorithm 1 . The 3D object coordinate ( X, Y, 

Z ) is represented in the upper-right corner and the 2D image plane coordinate 

( x, y ) is represented on the center of the first and second image, respectively. 

The trial captures a step function with a real amplitude of 0 . 08 m and the LSR 

module measured 0.083 (represented with a spatial resolution of 0 . 004 m ). 

Fig. 5. The three-dimensional surface can be estimated by overlapping areas of 

both two images (orange and green) and by knowing the relative pose between 

both observations ( R and t are the rotation and translation, respectively) as well 

as the calibration parameters of cameras. The 3D object coordinate ( X , Y , Z ) is 

depicted for the right camera. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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4 The exposure time is fixed in current version of MARESye however, it will 

be dynamically adjusted in future versions. 
or environments having dynamic elements because it provides data that

s richer in terms of texture and 3D information. 

The Algorithm 2 presents high-level procedures for extracting 3D

nformation based on a stereo rig. The implementation is straightfor-

ard in computer vision: the calibration of the stereo rig should is con-

ucted in aerial and underwater scenarios, the disparity estimation fol-

ows [14] , and 2D points with no disparity must be removed. 

lgorithm 2 PS module: Extraction of 3D data from 2D point pairs. 

𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 _ 𝑆 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑅𝑖𝑔 _ 𝑆 𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 (); ⊳ Spatial conf.

procedure event_Incoming_Images() 

𝐼 
𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡 

𝑡 
, 𝐼 
𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 

𝑡 
= 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑦 _ 𝐼 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 ( 𝐼 𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡 

𝑡 
, 𝐼 
𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 

𝑡 
); 

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑐 𝑎𝑙𝑐 𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 _ 𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 ( 𝐼 𝑙 𝑒𝑓𝑡 
𝑡 
, 𝐼 
𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 

𝑡 
); 

𝑝𝑡𝑐 𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑 = 3 𝐷 _ 𝑅𝑒𝑐 𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐 𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ( 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 ); 
𝑃 𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑑 _ 𝑅𝐺 𝐵𝑋𝑌 𝑍 = 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 _ 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑑 _ 3 𝐷 _ 𝑃 𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 ( 𝑝𝑡𝑐𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑑); 

return 𝑃 𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑑 _ 𝑅𝐺 𝐵𝑋𝑌 𝑍 ⊳ Dense_Pointcloud & 𝐼 
𝑙𝑒𝑓 𝑡 

𝑡 

.2.2. The range-gated imaging scheme 

The MARESye has the ability to control the image formation process

n both cameras (e.g., the starting instant and duration). The range-gated

maging concept lays on the principle that the reflected light source

ulsed from the LEDs or lasers is accumulated by an optical sensor, over

 specified time and the camera shutter only opens after a short period of

ime. Thus, the camera sensor receives the light reflected from the object

nd blocks the backscattered photons. The exposer time selects the depth

ange where the light reflected is perceived at the sensor location. This

pproach is one of the most effective solution for visual perception in

urbid waters [6] since it increases the image contrast by reducing the

ackscattering component. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the how the backscattering component affects the

nderwater imaging sensors: a fraction of light that passes through wa-

er is scattered back to the camera before reaching the target. Conven-

ional optical systems are severely affected by E b which is mainly caused

y particles suspended along the water column. These particles increase

he water turbidity and reduce both the visibility and the measurement

ange of optical systems. In this context, the range-gated feature avail-

ble on MARESye delays the image acquisition by a short period of time

fter the scene be illuminated by a light source: the artificial illumina-

ion module or the pulsed light from the LSR. An active-illumination

unctionality is implemented based on high intensity LEDs (light emit-
20 
ing diodes) to create a close-to-isotropic light source that illuminates

he underwater scenario when the system is operating in total darkness.

Fig. 2 shows that MARESye generates several triggering signals

 PS Trig and LSR Trig ) that are sent to cameras with external triggering:

he PS Trig activates the artificial illumination and the PS modules, and

he signal LSR Trig activates the LSR module. These periodic signals are

enerated by an external trigger control unit called Range-Gated Syn-

hronizer whose main objective is to ensure that images are acquired in

he correct instant of time. The signals PS Trig and LSR Trig are sent to the

ameras after a delay period T start of these signals were received by the

S and LSR units (this subject is discussed in the next section). 

In this context, the camera shutter waits for the time that light takes

o propagate from the emitter to the target. Ideally, T start is controlled

ccording to that distance and, the exposure time should be adjusted

elatively to the 𝑇 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝑇 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 . 
4 The goal of this approach is to reduce

he amount of backscattering component that is perceived by the opti-

al sensors which is mainly caused by suspended particles close to the

bserver, see Fig. 6 . Therefore, MARESye incorporates a range-gated

eature that synchronizes the acquisition of image with sub-sea phenom-

na. The gated timing approach limits the exposure time of the optical
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Fig. 6. Depicts the effect of range-gated optical systems in underwater scenar- 

ios. The illumination source could be the artificial illumination module and the 

lasers lights from the LSR module, see Fig. 2 . 
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ystem to half of the travel time of the light pulse (laser or LED) scat-

ered by the target at a defined distance. A practical advantage of this

ange-gated approach relates with the robustness of the image forma-
21 
ion regarding the influence caused by other sources of light or external

nterferences (exposure time versus the diaphragm’s aperture) [33] . Al-

hough the influence of E b can be reduced by a range-gated approach

synchronization of the light source and camera), the E f cannot be quan-

itatively reduced by this method since this component reaches the im-

ge detector approximately at the same time than E d [6] . 

.2.3. A data-driven formulation 

The data-driven formulation proposed in this research follows a time

iscrimination pattern to aggregate the 3D information generated by

he LSR and PS approaches. In this way, each image captures the light

eturned from a single light pulse that can be driven by the LSR or

y the PS module. In practice it means that, the optical components

f MARESye are sequentially gated by the LSR (without the active-

llumination source) and by the PS (with the active-illumination source)

o minimize the amount of backscattering light that reaches the optical

ensors, as well as, to mitigate the motion blur that arrives when the

ystem is installed on the AUV or ROV. 

A data-driven scheme synchronizes the acquisition instant of multi-

le cameras based on distinct time events. These time events are repre-

ented by signals PS Trig and LSR Trig which control the camera exposure

orange) delayed by T start /2, see Fig. 7 (a). Signals describing the ON
Fig. 7. A data-driven scheme creates two (or more) op- 

erating modes for MARESye. Picture on the left depicts 

the LSR_ON mode (where MARESye is using structured 

light from the LSR module to extract 3D data). Picture 

on the right depicts the PS_ON mode (where MARESye 

illuminates the scene and grabs frames that are used to 

extract 3D data based on the PS module). 
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Fig. 8. Objects used in laboratory tests. V-object in 

Fig. 8 (a), OS-object in Fig. 8 (b), OC-object in Fig. 8 (c) 

and T-object in Fig. 8 (c) have a height of 0 . 16 m , 0 . 13 m , 

0 . 19 m and 0 . 14 m , respectively. 
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Table 1 

Characterization of the testing conditions (trials): concentration level 

of matter and the illuminance of the external environment. 

Turbidity level Material Dissolved (mg/l) Illuminance (lx) 

Baseline (clear water) 0.0 95 

Low turbidity 37.8 98 

Medium turbidity 68.2 99 

High turbidity 90.9 98 
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eriod of the active-illumination module or lasers are represented by

he LED time (on yellow) and the LSR time (on purple) curve, respec-

ively. These signals anticipate (by T start /2) the time events: LSR_ON

nd PS_ON. In this way, the light sources (LSR or active-illumination)

emain ON during the exposure period of the multiple cameras which in-

reases the accuracy (real-time) of the synchronization process, reduces

he power consumption and enables high speed acquisitions [33] . 

Therefore, MARESye follows a time discrimination pattern to cre-

te two (or more) operating modes 5 : LSR_ON and PS_ON, see Fig. 7 (b).

ptical sensors are able to capture the laser and LED light in distinct

ime slots. The PS_ON mode (right picture from Fig. 7 (b)) shows that

ARESye acquires images that are analyzed by the PS module: estimates

he 3D surface of the scenario illuminated by the active-illumination

odule. Overall, this module artificially illuminates the scene based

n a rapidly variation of light pulses (strobe) which has several advan-

ages: it is more energy-efficient than continuously emitted light sources

nd reduces the motion blur. This solution is, therefore, suitable for au-

onomous vehicles. The LSR_ON mode (left picture from Fig. 7 (b)) re-

overs the three-dimensional structure of the environment from multiple

aser-camera triangulations. In LSR mode, the active-illumination mod-

le remains OFF to decrease the amount of external light interferences

uring the segmentation of the laser stripes. Dalgleish et al. [5] demon-

trated that pulse-gated laser sources provide a much better performance

or underwater imaging than continuously excited lasers. Several stud-

es defend the use of laser-based triangulations sensors due to its nar-

ow spectral width and high peak power. Many authors consider that

ulse-gated laser sources is the optimal technology for extended range

easurements in underwater scenes [5,6] . 

In practice, MARESye combines multiple laser-based range-gated

maging with a stereo-illuminated range-gated imaging system, in a wa-

ertight enclosure, as depicted in Fig. 7 (b). High intensity LEDs (Light

mitting Diodes) forms an active illumination module that turns ON

uring the exposer period of cameras (in the PS_ON mode). A set of

ulse-gated laser stripes are processed by a LSR module (the LSR_ON

ode) which extends the optimal range of MARESye to retrieve the

hree-dimensional characteristic of underwater scenarios. This gating

iming scheme makes it possible to create images with high signal-to-

oise ratio. 

. Results 

Overall, this section analyses the performance features of the pro-

osed system and discusses the advantages comparatively to a conven-

ional passive imaging system (CPIS). A comprehensive set of experi-

ents were conducted as part of this work to assess how the percep-

ual losses caused by water turbidity affect on the visual response of

ARESye. Therefore, the visual quality (in Section 4.2 ) and the capacity

o retrieve the 3D information (in Section 4.3 ) are discussed according

o several testing conditions, in particular, distinct objects and different

oncentration levels of suspended matter. Experiments were focused on

he PS-module of MARESye since, theoretically, it is more affected by

he water turbidity. 
5 The number of operating modes could be easily extended. a

22 
First experiments provide a reliable study of photometric phenomena

hat affect underwater imaging (mainly, the backscattering component).

hey try to characterize the perceptual quality of MARESye and to com-

are the performance against a CPIS. A quantitative assessment is con-

ucted using several objective metrics, namely, the root-mean square

rror (RMSE), the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural

imilarity (SSIM). The perceptual quality assessment is mainly obtained

hrough the structural similarity (SSIM) metric since the SNR and PSNR

ave physical meanings but they are not suitable to perceive the vi-

ual quality [28] . Second experiments show the thee-dimensional re-

onstruction of objects as a function of the water turbidity. Quantitative

valuations are supported by the absolute mean error of point clouds

enerated by MARESye which are also compared to a conventional pas-

ive imaging system (CPIS). A total number of 30 point clouds from

ach testing condition make possible to specify the average error and

tandard deviation of measurements along coordinate axes (X, Y and Z).

everal objects were considered during these trials. Finally, the third ex-

eriment aims to study the accuracy of MARESye, in particular, the LSR

nd the PS modules. This is particularly relevant for an optical system

esigned for precise and accurate underwater operations. 

.1. The experimental setup 

Experiments have been conducted in a water tank ( 0 . 94 × 0 . 54 ×
 . 52 m ) initially filled with clear water (264 litres), see Fig. 9 (a) and

b). The turbidity of the water was controlled by dissolving different

uantities of gray mortar to create distinct scattering conditions, simi-

ar to the ones that are usually found during close-range operations in

eal marine environments. The material remain suspended in water for

 time sufficient to conduct the experiments. All results were obtained

ith a Secchi disk 6 and by varying the concentration level of gray mor-

ar dissolved in water as presented in Table 1 : a baseline (0 mg/l), low

oncentration (37.8 mg/l), medium concentration (68.2 mg/l) and high

oncentration (90.9 mg/l), were achieved by dissolving 0 g, 10 g, 18 g

nd 24 g, respectively. 

Moreover, all tests have been conducted with four clay objects rang-

ng from 0.13 to 0 . 20 m : V-object, OS-object, OC-object and T-object, see

ig. 8 (a)–(c). 

The results are contextualized in an underwater environment to

ake possible a reliable and accurate evaluation of the proposed sys-

em. All results in this section were obtained with an i7-4700HQ CPU
6 The Secchi disk aims to facilitate the visual comparison between images 

cquired with distinct concentration levels of suspended matter. 
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Fig. 9. Experimental setup during the acquisition of 

the V-object conducted by MARESye subjected to base- 

line conditions: LSR mode (on the left) and PS mode 

(on the right). 

Fig. 10. The images (from the left-side) acquired by 

the MARESye (PS mode) during experiments character- 

ized by clear water ( Fig. 10 (a)–(d)), low concentration 

( Fig. 10 (e)–(h)), medium concentration ( Fig. 10 (i)–(l)) 

and high concentration ( Fig. 10 (m)–(p)) of suspended 

mater. All images were acquired under the same cam- 

era and gated-light settings: 3005 micro-seconds of ex- 

posure time and 0 dB of gain. 
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.40GHz computer and without parallel programing or GPU. The vi-

ion software was implemented in C++ using the commonly used

penCV library (version 3.1). Both the MARESye and the CPIS share

 similar hardware. The CPIS relies on a ”Lumen Subsea Light - BlueR-

botics ”, physically separated by 0.2 m from the acquisition system. This

etup follows imaging solutions that are usually found in ROV/AUVs.

he images have a resolution of 1280 × 960 and are captured by

 stereo-rig composed by two ”MAKO 125C - AlliedVision ” cameras

ith a 6mm focal lens. The calibration of both visual systems was con-

ucted in air and underwater following the global Levenberg-Marquardt

ptimization algorithm to minimize the re-projection error of points

n a chessboard. Thus, the effectiveness of the calibration procedure

as controlled by the re-projection error where in both cases was less

han half of pixel. The refraction at the water-air interface causes a

eduction of the field-of-view [3] because the imaging system hous-
23 
ng on Fig. 3 mounts a flat port. This phenomenon is depicted later

n Figs. 12 (a)–13 (d). 

.2. The perceptual quality 

The perceptual quality of the MARESye is evaluated in this sec-

ion. Fig. 10 (a)–(p) present four testing scenarios with different objects.

hese figures provide qualitative judgments of the visual performance

f MARESye. The images captured by this system are affected by the

oncentration level of suspended matter since their contrast is reduced.

The quality of images acquired by MARESye and CPIS are compared

uring the trials/conditions presented in Table 1 . The objective metrics,

amely, RMSE, SNR, PSNR and SSIM quantify the degradation of the

isual quality suffered by MARESye, according to distinct testing con-

itions (baseline, low, medium and high turbidity level). These metrics
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Fig. 11. Graphical representations of the perfor- 

mance evolution of MARESye system using the 

PSNR and SSIM assessment metrics for different 

turbidity conditions. 

Fig. 12. 3D reconstruction of MARESye (PS- 

module) during the aerial trial. 
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(  
re estimated relatively to aerial trials that were obtained for bench-

arking. A region of interest formed only by the foreground surface of

bjects was specified for the determination of the RMSE, SNR, PSNR and

SIM values. Each region of interest was compared to the aerial trial. In

his way, the visual losses caused by the underwater scenario can be es-

ablished for different concentration levels of gray mortar, see Fig. 11 (a)

nd (b) and Table 2 . The results are focused on the PS-module because

t is a passive imaging system and, therefore, is more easily affected by

he water conditions, in particular, the reduction of the image contrast.

Fig. 11 (a) and(b) present the performance of MARESye for all test-

ng conditions and considering the PSNR and SSIM metrics, respectively.

he curves of both metrics follow a similar pattern whose differences are

aused by the clarity of objects. This fact can be noticed by comparing

he decay ratio of trials with the T-object versus the V-object: the visual

uality of trials with T-object was degraded after the testing conditions

ith low turbidity. However, the visual quality of other objects was

egraded after the medium turbidity trials. Therefore, images capturing

arker objects (T-object) accelerate the perceptual quality loss since they

ause images with lower contrast. The results of the MARESye system

or all objects can be grouped in two sets: objects OC and T and, the ob-

ects V and OS; which means that, the perceptual quality obtained by the

isual acquisition of objects belonging to each group share a similar pro-

le. The shape of objects possibly affect the performance of this imaging

ystem since regions of objects that are not properly illuminated can in-

uce local shadows. The objects V and OS have more regular shapes that
24 
re uniformly illuminated when compared to objects T and OC, whose

mages have low contrast. 

As expected, by increasing the concentration level of gray mortar

he water turbidity is also increased which directly affects the quality

f image. MARESye demonstrates a good response in terms of visual

uality for baseline/medium turbidity trials since the maximum decay

alues were 7 dB for PNSR and 0.1 for SSIM. Only the high turbidity

rials have originated a significant reduction of the image contrast and

egraded texture information, causing a maximum decay value of 13 dB

or PSNR and 0.28 for SSIM. Therefore, the concentrations of suspended

aterial in water above 90.09 mg/l will certainly lead to images with

oor SNR but, even in those trials, the perceptual quality of MARESye

as up to 11 dB and 0.86 for PSNR and SSIM, respectively. These re-

ults could be justified by the range-gated approach combined with the

rtificial illumination module that make possible to obtain images with

 good perceptual quality. 

Table 2 compares the perceptual quality values obtained between the

roposed system and CPIS, under the same testing conditions ( Table 1 ).

esults demonstrate that the MARESye and the CPIS have distinct evo-

utions when the water turbidity increases. Differences related to the

isual quality between both systems can be observed: up to 10dB and

.5 for PSNR and SSIM, respectively. The images acquired by MARESye

ave demonstrated a higher perceptual quality (for T-object and OC-

bject), for instance, the SNR values of CPIS were reduced from 3.45

T-object) and 16.80dB (OC-object) to −12 . 68 (T-object) and −7 . 11 dB
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Fig. 13. 3D reconstruction of MARESye (PS- 

module) during the baseline trial. 

Table 2 

Comparison between the MARESye (PS-module) and a CPIS, considering the 

RMSE, SNR, PSNR and SSIM assessment metrics for different turbidity condi- 

tions. The RMSE is represented in pixels and the SNR and PSNR are represented 

in decibels (dB). 

Metric T-object/System Baseline Low Medium High 

RMSE Conventional 26.58 124.78 145.16 170.44 

MARESye – 24.81 36.88 54.74 

SNR Conventional 3.45 − 9.97 − 11.28 − 12.68 

MARESye – 4.05 0.61 − 2.81 

PSNR Conventional 8.15 − 5.27 − 6.58 − 7.98 

MARESye – 8.75 5.31 1.88 

SSIM Conventional 0.864 0.370 0.414 0.328 

MARESye – 0.860 0.762 0.655 

Metric OC-object/System Baseline Low Medium High 

RMSE Conventional 9.57 131.13 136.37 150.38 

MARESye – 13.015 21.46 35.22 

SNR Conventional 16.80 − 5.92 − 6.26 − 7.11 

MARESye – 14.13 9.79 5.49 

PSNR Conventional 21.89 − 0.84 − 1.18 -2.03 

MARESye – 19.22 14.87 10.57 

SSIM Conventional 0.955 0.572 0.557 0.526 

MARESye – 0.951 0.923 0.863 
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7 Parametrization: size of the neighborhood (5), minimum disparity (4), num- 

ber of disparities (80), penalties on the disparity change (2400 and 600), speckle 

range (2) and speckle window (10). 
OC-object) while the values of MARESye (under the same conditions)

ere reduced to −2 . 81 (T-object) and 5.59dB (OC-object). Moreover,

he average SSIM difference of MARESye and CPIS was about 0.388 and

.360 for T-object and OC-object. 

Overall, the visual quality of MARESye is always higher than 0.6

or SSIM: from 0.95 to 0.87 in OC-object and 0.86 to 0.66 in T-object.

herefore, the PS-module of MARESye reduces the backscattering com-

onent when compared to a CPIS (that shares similar hardware setup

nd configuration). 

.3. Three-dimensional reconstruction of underwater objects 

Results have demonstrated that the innovations presented in this pa-

er enhances the perceptual quality of images acquired in underwater

nvironments, even when the imaging system is operating with a high

oncentration level of suspended matter in water. The MARESye system

as the ability to provide 3D data from its visual acquisitions and, there-

ore, this section goes one step further and evaluates the impact that
25 
uch innovations have during the three-dimensional reconstruction of

bjects. Qualitative evaluations aim to evaluate the precision and accu-

acy of the proposed system (in particular, the PS module) are supported

y quantitative metrics (absolute mean error) of the 3D reconstructions.

n this article, the term ”precision ” relates to the statistical variability

f data and the ”accuracy ” relates to the measurement error according

o the ground truth. 

.3.1. The precision of the 3D data 

Extracting 3D information from 2D point pairs (known by stere-

scopy) depends on the algorithm that is used to solve this association

roblem. In this research, the same algorithm [41] sharing an identical

arametrization 7 was used to obtain the following results. 

Examples of the 3D reconstructions retrieved by the PS module of

ARESye are represented in Figs. 12 (a)–14 (d). The point clouds for the

our objects were obtained with different conditions: aerial are depicted

n Fig. 12 (a)–(d) to serve as a reference in this research (as indicated

n Section 4.2 ), water with a low concentration of gray mortar is repre-

ented in Fig. 13 (a)–(d) and, finally, the water with a medium concen-

ration is represented in Fig. 14 (a)–(d). As expected, the field-of-view

f the MARESye diminishes from the trials in air to water since a flat

ort is required for the current housing however, this limitation can be

olved in future upgrades. Two major results appear from the analysis

f point clouds obtained during the medium trials, when compared to

he ones obtained during the baseline (and, ultimately, to the aerial) tri-

ls: the precision and the density of points that are correctly estimated

y MARESye are reduced by the increased the turbidity of water. High

evel contents of suspended matter augments the amount of light scat-

ered in water which induces a noise component to the point clouds.

his is mitigated but not completely eliminated by the imaging prin-

iples implemented in MARESye and, as a consequence, the algorithm

hat calculates the stereo correspondence had some difficulty during the

rials with medium concentration levels, see Figs. 13 (a)–14 (a). Other ex-

mple of this phenomenon can be seen in Figs. 13 (c) and 14 (c). 

The precision of each system can be quantitatively studied using the

bsolute mean error and the standard deviation of measurements along

ach coordinate axis (X, Y and Z). A total number of 30 samples of point
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Fig. 14. 3D reconstruction of MARESye (PS-module) 

during the medium concentration trial. 

Fig. 15. Graphical representations of the evolution of the absolute mean error ( Fig. 15 (a)) and respective standard deviation ( Fig. 15 (b)) for the MARESye (solid-lines) 

and the CPIS (dashed-lines), for different turbidity conditions. The results were obtained for the OC-object. 
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louds were retrieved for each trial using the MARESye (PS module)

nd a CPIS. A reference can be estimated (a point cloud) using these

0 samples and after segmenting the object’s surface that is visible on

he water tank. Based on this reference, it is possible to estimate the

bsolute error of each 3D point, as well as, the average and standard

eviation along each axis. 

Figs. 15 (a)–16 (a) represent the absolute mean error of the 3D sur-

ace of the OC-object and T-object, respectively. As can be noticed, the

ARESye obtained lower errors. The maximum absolute mean error

ere lower than 0.001m for X and Y-axis and 0.006m for Z-axis. On

he other hand, the absolute mean errors of CPIS were close to 0.002,

.001 and 0.013 m for the X, Y and Z-axis. Figs. 15 (b) and 16 (b) show

he standard deviation of the absolute mean errors for both objects (OC-

bject and T-object). The PS-module of MARESye show a small stan-

ard deviation for the majority of axes, with the exception of the Z-

xis of T-object where the values of both imaging systems were close

o 0 . 015 m (for medium and high turbidity levels). Therefore, these re-

ults demonstrated an unambiguous enhancement of the precision of
26 
he PS-module of MARESye when compared to CPIS for operations in-

olving the three-dimensional reconstruction of objects in underwater

nvironments. In fact, it was proved that a range-gated imaging scheme

educes the impact of the backscattering component during the image

ormation and makes it possible to estimate point clouds with a better

recision. 

.3.2. The accuracy of the 3D data 

This section evaluates the accuracy of MARESye for the PS and LSR

odules, see Table 3 . Results of the PS-module show measurements that

ere manually obtained through the point clouds of Figs. 12 (a)–14 (d).

he real dimensions of all objects were compared to measures obtained

y considering the Euclidean distance of 3D points that represent the

eight of each object. These results were also retrieved in different wa-

er conditions (from clear water to high turbidity). As can be noticed,

he maximum absolute error was about 0.035m and the average error

as less than 0.025 m. An important feature of this analysis is that, the

ccuracy does not appear to be affected by the water turbidity and thus,
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Fig. 16. Graphical representations of the evolution of the absolute mean error ( Fig. 15 (a)) and respective standard deviation ( Fig. 15 (b)) for the MARESye (solid-lines) 

and the CPIS (dashed-lines), for different turbidity conditions. The results were obtained for the T-object. 

Fig. 17. 3D reconstruction of MARESye (LSR- 

module) during the low (left column) and high 

(right column) turbidity trials. 
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hat the major impact of the turbidity on the precision of the 3D recon-

tructions. 

The results of the LSR-module (a 50 milliwatt laser stripe with red

avelength) demonstrate that the maximum absolute error was round

.020m and the average absolute error was about 0.010 m. Two ma-

or outcomes can be discussed from Table 3 : measurements conducted

sing the LSR data are more accurate (lower error than the PS mod-
27 
le) and this imaging technique is robust to underwater environment,

ee Fig. 17 (a)–(d). These figures show the reconstruction of the 3D sur-

ace of OS-object and OC-object in the most extreme trials: baseline and

igh turbidity. As can be noticed, the 3D information retrieved by this

odule captures the surface of objects very accurately. Moreover, the

D shape of objects are clearly depicted however, the density of points

re limited to the laser stripe triangulation. Therefore, the hybrid sys-
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Table 3 

Accuracy of MARESye (PS module) in different trials. 

Trial Object Measured by PS (m) Error of PS (m) Measured by LSR (m) Error of LSR (m) 

Baseline T 0.129 0.011 0.133 0.007 

OC 0.160 0.030 0.187 0.003 

OS 0.095 0.035 0.132 0.008 

V 0.143 0.017 0.176 0.016 

Low T 0.125 0.015 0.127 0.013 

OC 0.181 0.009 0.170 0.020 

OS 0.104 0.026 0.132 0.008 

V 0.150 0.010 0.175 0.015 

Medium T 0.122 0.018 0.128 0.012 

OC 0.168 0.022 0.175 0.015 

OS 0.100 0.030 0.131 0.001 

V 0.139 0.001 0.172 0.012 

High T 0.137 0.003 0.123 0.017 

OC 0.156 0.034 0.188 0.002 

OS 0.146 0.016 0.129 0.001 

V 0.159 0.019 0.169 0.009 
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em proposed in this research work comprises of two distinct imaging

echniques, namely, the PS and LSR module that take the advantage of

elevant features: density, robustness and accuracy of 3D points. Formu-

ating both modules in a range-gated imaging scheme with a data-driven

rinciple makes it possible to create different sources of data that can

e used to support several tasks, for instance, for underwater navigation

f mobile robots, recognition and manipulation of objects. 

. Conclusion 

This research presented a novel imaging system suitable for under-

ater scenarios. This hybrid system is called MARESye and accommo-

ates several features that mitigate the usual photometric limitations

f conventional underwater imaging systems. MARESye is formed by

wo major components, namely, a multiple light stripe range (LSR) and

 photometric stereo (PS) unit. Unlike other conventional imaging sys-

ems, the proposed solution relies on a hybrid approach controlled by a

ange-gated imaging scheme and a data-driven formulation. 

Extensive experiments have quantified the visual quality and the ac-

uracy of the three-dimensional information that can be retrieved by

he proposed system. These experiments depict realistic sub-sea condi-

ions and prove that concepts explored in MARESye have the ability to

nhance the quality of the visual information. In fact, the range-gated

cheme combined with a data-driven formulation makes possible to ex-

lore the advantages of both passive and active techniques, as well as,

o mitigate the imaging effects related to the light propagation in deep

aters. In practice, the perceptual quality of MARESye achieved a SSIM

ndex above 0.655 for waters having a high concentration of suspended

aterial while, at the same time, a conventional system obtained a value

f 0.328. In addition, the results also demonstrate that MARESye recon-

tructs the 3D surface of objects with a high accuracy and precision,

ince the average Euclidean error was lower than 0 . 025 m and 0 . 010 m
or the PS and LSR modules, respectively. 

Therefore, MARESye is a hybrid imaging system specially developed

or retrieving visual information and to conduct 3D underwater recon-

tructions. The robustness level of the information perceived by the sys-

em under different environmental conditions makes the MARESye suit-

ble for autonomous or remotely-operated vehicles. 
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